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Abstract

In this document, we explain how we identify the job title from an individual job
ad and how we discern the boundaries between individual job ads.

Given a page of job ads, our next tasks are to discern the boundaries of individual vacancy
postings and to identify each posting’s job title. To perform these two tasks, we rely on
regular patterns by which employers format their job ads. Many job ads begin with a
job title, with the title appearing in upper case letters in a few-word line. Many job ads
also contain a similar set of phrases at the end of each ad: “equal opportunity employer,”
“affirmative action employer,” “send resume to,” “in confidence to,” and so on. In this
document, we detail our algorithm to identify job ads’ titles and their boundaries. We then
discuss, using an example from our newspaper text, the performance of our algorithm.
The first step of our procedure identifies whether a particular line of text represents a job

title. This is the case if one of two conditions are met. First, we search for lines for which
all words are upper case and at least one of the words in the line of text correspond to a job
title word.2 Second, we search for lines in which the line is sufficiently short (there are at
most three words on the line), one of the words of the text corresponds to a job title word,
and the previous line of text did not represent a job title. If multiple lines of text are in all
upper case, we combine these lines of text to form the job title. Having identified job titles,
we demarcate this line of text as the boundary between job ads.
The second step of our procedure searches for other patterns which identify the end of a

job ad. The comprehensive list of patterns which we search for are:

• “affirmative [any word] employer,”

• “in confidence,”
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• “submit resume,”

• “equal opportunity” or “equal opportunities,”

• “for further information contact,”

• a phone number, which is identified as a 7 digit or 10 digit number, with or without
hyphens, or

• an address, which is identified as a number plus “ave,” “blvd,” “street,” “hgwy,” “road,”
or “drive.”

It is likely that several of these phrases appear in succession at the end of job ads. To the
extent that we recognize multiple such patterns in an individual job ad, our procedure will
generate several short identified job ads. These short fragments of text will be discarded
from our final data set. However, since these text fragments describe firms’ contact informa-
tion, and do not contain information related to the job’s task content or skill requirements,
discarding these fragments does not pose a problem for our analysis.

An Example

To make this procedure concrete, we present an example describing how our procedure
identifies job ads’ boundaries and their job titles. Figure 1 presents a snippet of Display Ad
#226, from the January 14, 1979 Boston Globe.
In Figure 1, the first three lines of text are in all upper case. These lines of text are

all combined to a single job title: “Medical Help Nuclear Radiologic Tech.” Later on in
the text, our procedure recognizes “Chest Physical Therapist,” “Manager of Primary Care
Programs,” and “Medical Group Manager,” among others, as job titles. However, even
though “The Malden Hospital” appears in all upper case in a single short line, because this
phrase does not contain a job-title-word, it is not identified as a job title.
Figure 2 contains the results from our exercise. In this figure, each ad is depicted as a

four dimensional object. The first field gives the newspaper title, date, and page number.
The second and third fields give the job ad number and the job title, while the final field
gives the text within the job ad. As discussed above, the first two ads’ job titles are recorded
as “medical help nuclear radio logic tech” and “chest physical therapist.” The phrase “an
equal opportunity employer” appears in the second ad. Since this is a phrase we search for in
demarcating the end of a job ad, our procedure identifies the end of the second ad here. The
next line of text is (part of) an address: 41 Pa Hill Boston. As a result, it is also classified
as the end of a job ad. Thus, job ad #3 is a short four-word ad, with no title. Since there is
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Figure 1: Snippet of the January 14, 1979 Boston Globe, Display Ad #226
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Figure 2: Snippet of the January 14, 1979 Boston Globe, Display Ad #226
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no job title, and also because this ad is exceedingly short — we exclude any ad, even those
with job titles, if it has fewer than 15 words — this ad will be dropped from our final data
set.
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